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Major Issues

In what may be the last two sitting weeks of the 39th Parliament, the Government will be
responding to the outcome of the Full Federal Court decision in Ruddock v Vadarlis. This
is the appeal from the decision of Justice North which has led to the preparation of this
Current Issues Brief. The summary of decision was delivered on 17 September 2001 and
full judgement expected on 18 September 2001.
Issues before the Parliament in these two crucial sitting weeks include the Government's
proposal to excise Christmas Island and Ashmore Reef, and more recently, Cocos Island
from the migration zone. The purpose behind these proposals is to prevent persons
arriving by way of sea from being able to apply for protection visas under Australian law.
Christmas Islanders are calling on the United Nations to intervene in the Federal
Government's plans to make changes to the migration zone under the Migration Act 1958.
Following the Government's concern as to the interpretations of the courts in refugee law,
the Migration Legislation Amendment Bill (No. 6) 2001 is listed for debate to bring a
definition of 'persecution' within the Migration Act 1958. The Government wishes to
address this as it is critical of the 'increasingly broad interpretations' being give by the
courts to Australia's protection obligations under the Refugees Convention and Protocol.
Further the Parliament will be considering in debate and possible legislation the ability of
Australia to control its borders. This issue has been highlighted by the introduction on 29
August 2001 of the Border Control Protection Bill 2001 which failed to pass the Senate on
the same day and by the Federal Court decision of MIMA v VCCL. In the latter, one of the
issues was the existence of an executive or prerogative power to expel persons from
Australian territorial waters in the absence of any statutory authority to do so. Justice
North found this not to be the case. In overturning North J’s decision, the majority of the
Full Court held that the Commonwealth was acting within its executive power under
section 61 of the Constitution in the steps it took to prevent the landing of the rescuees.
The issue of detention was also a major argument before the Federal Court and will
continue to be of interest to Parliament. Justice North found that the rescuees on board the
Tampa had been detained and therefore ordered their return to Australia. There are
existing provisions in the migration laws for the detention of persons, and mandatory
detention for people who arrive in Australia unlawfully, but the Commonwealth had not
sought to rely on the statutory regime in its arguments before the Court. A majority of the
Full Federal Court have overturned this aspect of Justice North’s decision and concluded
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that the rescuees were not detained by the Commonwealth or their freedom restricted by
anything that the Commonwealth did.
Finally Parliament will be considering the related issues associated with people smugglers
who provide the boats and crew to bring the boat people to Australia.
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Introduction

Over the past decade a large number of amendments have been made to the Migration Act
1958 for the purposes of restricting onshore access to Australia's humanitarian migration
program. The measures which have been proposed include enhanced border protection
powers, restructuring of unlawful entry arrangements, mandatory detention of illegal noncitizens, codification of merits review and restriction or ouster of judicial review. A brief
overview of legislation proposed between 1992 and 2001 is provided in Appendix 6.
More recent legislative proposals include targeted border protection powers, excision of
areas from the migration zone for the purpose of protection visa applications and partial
codification of the definition of refugee for the purpose of protection visa processing. The
more recent proposed legislation is discussed below in this Current Issues Brief.
To some extent the measures have been and continue to be under threat from the courts. In
gross terms there has been a battle between government policy setting and the rule of law.
One academic commentator has spoken of 'ongoing conflict between ministers for
immigration and the Federal Court involving public criticism of the judiciary by
politicians and more subtle criticism of public policy by individual judges.1 It is in this
context of action and reaction that the current legislative proposals are situated. In the
wider context is an apparently exponential increase in the number of 'unauthorised arrivals
by sea' and thus onshore applications for protection visas under the Migration Act 1958.
The Tampa
On 26 August 2001, a routine surveillance flight by Coastwatch revealed the presence of a
fishing boat approximately 80 nautical miles northwest of Christmas Island. The vessel
was carrying 433 potential asylum seekers en route to Australia before it broke down. The
following day Australian Search and Rescue (AusSAR) broadcast a call to any merchant
ships in the vicinity to render assistance to the stricken vessel. A Norwegian freighter, the
Tampa, responded to the call, intercepting the vessel and bringing its passengers aboard.
The master of the Tampa, Captain Arne Rinnan, had intended to take the rescuees to a port
in Indonesia but was requested by the passengers to proceed to Christmas Island. Before
the Tampa reached Australia's territorial waters it was instructed to remain in the
contiguous zone. On 28 August the Tampa issued a distress signal based on the fact that
assistance had not been provided within 48 hours. On 29 August it proceeded into the
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territorial waters surrounding Christmas Island and was interdicted by 45 SAS members.
The same day the Government introduced border protection legislation into Parliament.
On 31 August the Victorian Council for Civil Liberties Incorporated and Eric Vadarlis
filed applications before North J in the Federal Court of Australia. The applicants sought a
writ of habeas corpus (or an 'application for an order for release'2); an injunction to restrain
the expulsion of the rescuees from Australia; an order for mandamus compelling the
executive to bring the rescuees into the migration zone pursuant to subsection 245F(9) of
the Migration Act 1958; an order for mandamus compelling the executive to detain the
rescuees pursuant to section 189 of the Migration Act 1958; and an injunction and order
for mandamus to allow Mr Vadarlis to give legal advice to the rescuees.
On 1 September the Prime Minister announced that agreement had been reached between
Australia, New Zealand and Nauru for processing of asylum claims and that arrangements
were planned for transhipment through a 'third country' (Papua New Guinea).3 Pursuant to
this agreement the rescuees were removed from the Tampa to HMAS Manoora.
The applications were heard over the weekend and the following week. Initially an
injunction prevented the rescuees from being removed from the Tampa. This was followed
by an agreement between the parties that none of the rescuees would be removed from or
required to leave the Manoora, except by consent for the purpose of transportation to a
third country, until the proceedings, and any Full Federal Court appeal, were determined.4
On 7 September the HMAS Warramanga intercepted a second vessel bound for Ashmore
Reef. It was boarded 'as a stateless vessel without a flag' and warned to turn around.
Subsequently, the vessel was identified as an Indonesian fishing vessel, the Aceng. It was
repeatedly boarded and the potential asylum seekers were transhipped to the Manoora.5
On 11 September North J handed down his decision: Victorian Council for Civil Liberties
Incorporated v the Minister for Immigration and Multicultural Affairs. He found that the
applicants did not have standing to bring any of the applications, except in respect of the
application for a writ of habeas corpus. On this issue he found that the rescuees had been
unlawfully detained on the Tampa and ordered that they be brought to mainland Australia.
On 17 September the Full Bench of the Federal Court handed down its decision in relation
to an appeal from the judgment of North J. In Minister for Immigration and Multicultural
Affairs v Vadarlis,6 a majority of Beaumont and French JJ found that the Commonwealth
had sufficient executive power to control the movement of the Tampa and that the
rescuees had not been detained for the purposes of the habeas corpus writ. In dissent Black
CJ found that the Commonwealth required specific legislative authority and that the
actions in relation to the rescuees constituted (unlawful) detention.
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Proposed Legislation
Recent Proposals
Detention Powers
On 5 April 2001 the Minister for Immigration and Multicultural Affairs introduced the
Migration Legislation Amendment (Immigration Detainees) Bill 2001. This Bill increased
the penalty for escaping from immigration detention, made it an offence for immigration
detainees to manufacture or possess weapons, established a regime for strip searching
immigration detainees, and introduced security monitoring provisions governing visitors
to detention centres. The strip search provisions were rejected by the Senate and the
remainder passed (Migration Legislation Amendment (Immigration Detainees) Act 2001).
The rejected provisions were modified and on 27 June they were reintroduced in the form
of the Migration Legislation Amendment (Immigration Detainees) Bill (No. 2) 2001.
At the time of writing the Detainees Bill (No. 2) was still before Parliament.
Definition of 'Persecution'
On 28 August the Minister for Immigration and Multicultural Affairs introduced the
Migration Legislation Amendment Bill (No. 6) 2001. Basically, this Bill seeks to address
two separate and unrelated issues of concern, verifying the identity and claims made by
unauthorised arrivals, and the interpretation given to the definition of 'refugee' and
'persecution' within the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees. Specifically, it
defines some of the key phrases and concepts used in the definition of refugee, but not the
majority. Those defined are 'persecution', the causal link 'by reason of', and one of the five
'Convention grounds' of persecution—'membership of a particular social group'. It also
requires that conduct by a person once in Australia shall in normal circumstances be
disregarded in considering whether the person has a 'well-founded fear of persecution'.
In the Second Reading Speech for the Bill, the Minister for Immigration and Multicultural
Affairs stated that 'the domestic interpretation of our obligations has broadened out under
cumulative court decisions so that Australia now provides protection visas in cases lying
well beyond the bounds originally envisaged by the [Refugees Convention]'. These
'generous interpretations' he added 'encourage people who are not refugees to test their
claims in Australia, adding to perceptions that Australia is a soft touch'. 7
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Border Protection Provisions
On 29 August the Prime Minister tabled the Border Protection Bill 2001. Essentially the
Bill sought to put beyond doubt the domestic legal basis for actions taken in relation to
foreign ships within the territorial sea of Australia. It sought to permit an 'officer' to direct
the master of a ship or any person aboard any ship in any circumstance within the
territorial sea to take it outside the territorial sea.8 It would have permitted an officer to use
reasonable means to issue the direction and to use reasonable means,9 including reasonable
force, to detain the ship and to take it or cause it to be taken outside the territorial sea.10
The Bill also sought to confine judicial review of the direction or enforcement action. It
provided that the directions were not reviewable in any Australian court,11 that
proceedings may not be commenced in any court to prevent a ship or a person from being
removed12 and that civil or criminal proceedings in relation to any resulting enforcement
action may not be brought per se.13 In general terms it provided that the Bill overrides any
other law.14 It also sought to prevent visa applications from being made while a direction
is in force, subject to a ministerial discretion to accept applications from specified
individuals.15
The Bill was rejected in the Senate. During the parliamentary debate and subsequently, the
Opposition argued that the Bill was 'ill-considered, draconian and unconstitutional'16 and
would not necessarily resolve the legal issues surrounding Tampa.17 Labor offered to
support 'Tampa specific legislation' which would involve a safe haven for the rescuees.18
The Government countered with an offer to introduce a six month sunset clause.19
On 18 September the Minister for Immigration and Multicultural Affairs introduced the
Border Protection (Validation and Enforcement Powers) Bill 2001. Broadly, this Bill seeks
to address some of the issues left outstanding from the above discussion:
• validation of the actions taken in respect of the Tampa and the Aceng, and any other
vessels interdicted before further border protection legislation is passed,
• the power to search, detain and move persons aboard ships that have been boarded and
detained under the border protection provisions discussed above,
• the involvement of Australian Defence Force personnel and others in relation to requests
to board ships, chasing, etc.
The Bill also seeks to set mandatory minimum sentences for people smuggling offences.
Judicial Review
On 6 September the Minister for Immigration and Multicultural Affairs released the
Background Paper on Unauthorised Arrivals Strategy on the Government's approach to
irregular migration and people smuggling. The proposed measures included closer
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cooperation with other countries to 'disrupt people smugglers and intercept their clients en
route to their destination' and the development of 'appropriate reception arrangements' and
processes for 'early assessment of the refugee status of the individual, the prompt removal
of those who are not refugees, or who … can access effective protection elsewhere'. In
addition, the measures included 'the removal of additional benefits not required by the …
Convention20 to minimise the incentive for people to attempt illegal travel to Australia'.21
In legislative terms, proposed measures included 'legislation to prevent abuse of the
judicial process to extend the stay of people who have no entitlement to be here' and
'legislation to protect the integrity of the Refugees Convention and to ensure that its
definition is brought back to what it originally intended'.22 Ostensibly, these measures are
reflected in the Migration Legislation Amendment Bill (No. 6) 2001 and the Migration
Legislation Amendment (Judicial Review) Bill 1998 [2001] which are discussed below.
Excisions from Australian Territory
On 8 September the Prime Minister announced proposed legislation to be introduced in the
Spring Sittings that would excise Christmas Island and Ashmore Reef from the 'migration
zone'. He said that the effect would be that 'any arrivals at Christmas Island or Ashmore
Islands ... will not be sufficient grounds for application for status under the Migration Act'.
He thought, from a legal point of view, that the territories would 'technically become like
Norfolk Island which has its own migration regime but … is still a territory of Australia'.
However, he indicated that '[t]here will still of course be our obligations under the refugee
convention and those obligations continue to be fully met by Australia'.23
The announcement was endorsed by the Minister for Immigration and Multicultural
Affairs who stated that '[s]imply arriving at Christmas Island or Ashmore Reef will no
longer be an automatic entree into Australia' and that '[p]eople who come to either
[territory] from now will be processed in accordance with the same criteria that would be
used if they were on Nauru, if they were in Indonesia, if they presented their claims in
Malaysia, if their claims were dealt with by the UNHCR in Pakistan and Iran'.24

Past Proposals
Since 1992 a wide range of legislative measures have been proposed or enacted dealing
with the arrival by boat of persons seeking asylum in Australia. These include measures
requiring mandatory detention of unlawful non-citizens; restrictions on access to judicial
review of migration and refugee decisions; increased powers in coastal surveillance and
border control. While these are not recent developments, they are significant in the context
of the circumstances surrounding the Tampa; VCCL v MIMA; and the proposed
legislation.
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Mandatory Detention
Originally, the Migration Act 1958 adopted an artificial distinction between unauthorised
border arrivals (persons who arrive at the border without a visa and seek to enter
Australia) and illegal entrants (persons who have entered Australia but subsequently have
offended against Australia's immigration laws). The former were deemed not to have
'entered' Australia and were subject to 'turn around' provisions. Among the former, boat
people were detained to prevent their entry and facilitate their deportation for a period of
weeks or years. The latter were liable to be deported but could only be detained for 48
hours and then for periods of seven days with the permission of a magistrate.
Prior to May 1992 boat people were detained under section 88 of the Migration Act 1958.
Section 88 authorised an officer to detain stowaways and any other persons whom s/he
reasonably believed were 'seeking to enter Australia in circumstances in which the person
would become an illegal entrant'. Section 88 was intended to allow detention until the
vessel departed. However, it was thought that it would allow indefinite detention where
departure was delayed, for example because the vessel was burned. This proposition was
to be rejected later by the High Court in Chu Kheng Lim v The Minister for Immigration,
Local Government and Ethnic Affairs25 (see below) and further undermined by the Federal
Court in Lek v Minister for Immigration, Local Government and Ethnic Affairs.26
From May 1992 boat people were subject to specific mandatory detention provisions.
Anticipating the outcome in Lim's Case, the Migration Amendment Act 1992 abolished
the concept of deemed non-entry and introduced a requirement to detain 'designated
persons' (i.e. boat people). A discretion continued in relation to illegal entrants and
deportees (i.e. other persons unlawfully in Australia). The Act was introduced and passed
on 5 May 1992 and commenced on 6 May,27 in time to affect hearings in the Federal Court
on the release of the plaintiffs on 7 May. It was expressed to be an 'interim measure' to
target 'a specific class of persons', addressing 'the pressing requirements of the current
situation'.28
The 'interim measure' was later formalised by the Migration Reform Act 1992 to include
all 'unlawful non-citizens' (ie, persons present in Australia who do not have a valid visa).29
Using the Migration Amendment Act 1992 model, the amendments introduced by this Act
required mandatory detention of all boat people, illegal entrants and deportees. The
relevant provisions, sections 18930 and 196,31 commenced on 1 September 1994.32
As introduced, these provisions imposed a rigid mandatory detention regime which risked
being in conflict with various obligations under international and possibly domestic law.
In response to criticisms raised in a parliamentary committee inquiry, the Migration
Regulations 1994 were amended to introduce some flexibility into the mandatory
detention regime via the bridging visa.33 The amendments commenced with the
commencement of the Migration Reform Act 1992 on 1 September 1994.
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Judicial Review
The Migration Legislation Amendment (Judicial Review) Bill 1998 [2001] inserts a
privative clause in respect of judicial review of migration and refugee decisions under the
Migration Act 1958. Effectively, judicial review would be limited to decisions involving
costs associated with detention, removal or deportation; searches of persons or vessels;
and the constitution and procedure of the Migration and Refugee Review Tribunals.
The Judicial Review Bill was introduced following various attempts to enact an effective
privative clause to confine the range of decisions that may be subject to judicial review.
The Explanatory Memorandum to the Judicial Review Bill notes that a privative clause
has been interpreted to mean that 'a court can still review matters but the available grounds
are confined to exceeding constitutional limits, narrow jurisdictional error or mala fides'.34
The relevant provisions were originally introduced along with other measures in 1997.35
Following criticisms the provisions were excised and introduced in a separate Bill.36 They
were considered by the Senate Legal and Constitutional Legislation Committee. The
majority report recommended that they be accepted without amendment. A minority report
recommended they be rejected. The Bill was not passed before the 38th Parliament was
prorogued and the separate Bill was reintroduced as the Judicial Review Bill in 1998.
The Judicial Review Bill is currently listed in the Draft Senate Legislative Program for
Monday 17 September 2001. A comprehensive Bills Digest has been written on this Bill.37
Border Protection [1999]
The issue of 'people smuggling' was addressed in 1999 by two sets of amendments to the
Migration Act 1958. In July the Migration Legislation Amendment Act (No. 1) 1999 was
passed to create people smuggling and related offences. In November the Border
Protection Legislation Amendment Act 1999 was passed to expand Australia's capacity to
board, search and detain ships and to detain persons aboard those ships at sea.
The Migration Legislation Amendment Act (No. 1) 1999 makes it an offence for a person
to carry non-citizens to Australia without documentation.38 It also makes it an offence for
a person to organise or facilitate the bringing or coming to Australia of a group of five or
more persons where s/he know they would become illegal immigrants.39 It is also an
offence to present false or forged documents, to make false or misleading statements or to
pass documents to help a group gain illegal entry into Australia.40 In addition, it is an
offence for a person to make a false or misleading statement about his or her ability or
power to influence a decision or to make a false or misleading statement about the effect
of his or her actions on a particular decision.41 And it is an offence to enter an arrangement
in which s/he undertakes for a reward that a particular decision will be made.42
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The Border Protection Legislation Amendment Act 1999 introduced Division 12A into the
Migration Act 1958. Under this division an Australian ship may request to board a foreign
ship within the 'territorial sea', 'contiguous zone' and, in limited circumstances, the 'high
seas'. In the territorial sea the request may be made 'for the purposes of the Act'.43 In the
contiguous zone, it may be made if the commander wishes to identify the ship or if s/he
reasonably suspect that it 'is, will be or has been involved in a contravention, or an
attempted contravention, in Australia of the Act'.44 In the exclusive economic zone and the
high seas it may only be made if s/he reasonably suspects that it is a 'mother-ship' that 'is
being or was used in direct support of, or in preparation for, a contravention in Australia of
the Act',45 if it is registered with a country that has a relevant agreement or arrangement
with Australia46 or if it seems to be unregistered or flying the flags of two countries.47
(This was the apparent power under which the Aceng was hailed and boarded.)
Having boarded a ship, an 'officer'48 may exercise a range of powers over it and the crew.
In Australia the officer may search the ship and make inquiries regarding 'a contravention,
an attempted contravention or involvement in a contravention or attempted contravention
of [the Migration Act], either in or outside Australia'.49 The officer may arrest a person
who s/he reasonably suspects has committed, is committing or attempting to commit, or is
involved in the commission of, an offence in or outside Australia'.50 Outside Australia the
officer may search and inquire as above. However, s/he may only arrest a person that s/he
reasonably suspects has committed, is committing or attempting to commit, or is involved
in the commission of, an offence in Australia'.51 Likewise s/he may also detain a ship and
a person aboard a detained ship but only if s/he reasonably suspects that the ship 'is, will
be or has been involved in a contravention in Australia'.52 S/he may also detain a ship and
bring it or cause it to be brought to a port or other place if s/he reasonably suspects that the
ship 'is, will be or has been involved in a contravention in or outside Australia'. S/he may
detain a person aboard a detained ship, separate them from the vessel, and bring them or
cause them to be brought within the 'migration zone'.53 On the high seas, but outside the
territorial sea of other countries an officer may exercise powers consistent with any
agreement or arrangement54 and may at least search 'ships without nationality'.55

Discussion
The Tampa Case
A key issue in the circumstances surrounding the Tampa and the VCCL v MIMA decision
was the possibility that, upon their entry onto the mainland or territorial sea of Christmas
Island, the rescuees might have access to protection visas and the judicial review system.
A related issue was the need to promptly remove the Tampa from the territorial sea. Thus,
a key issue in the circumstances surrounding the VCCL v MIMA decision and the Border
Protection Bill 2001 was the power to control the movement of the ship and its passengers.
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Access to the Migration Act and Judicial System
The argument regarding access to protection visas is complex and relies on domestic and,
to some extent, international law. In terms of domestic law, the argument is based on the
fact that under the Migration Act 1958, one criterion for a protection visa is that the person
is 'in Australia'. Under Acts Interpretation Act 1901 'Australia' includes the territorial sea.
Thus, presence in the territorial sea, at least in theory, ought to sustain a claim for asylum.
In terms of international law, the argument is based on a range of obligations arising under
the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees and the 1967 Protocol relating to
the Status of Refugees, the 1982 Convention on the Law of the Sea and the 1960
Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea and related customary law. Both issues are
discussed in more detail below under the heading 'Excisions from Australian Territory'.
Power to Control the Ship and Passengers
The argument regarding the power to control the movement of the ship and passengers
revolves around the issue of detention. Any power to control the movement of a ship or a
person may, in the circumstances depending upon the level of control, involve detention.
One of the findings made by North J in VCCL v MIMA was that the control exercised in
relation to the rescuees on the Tampa and, by implication, the Manoora constituted
detention for the purposes of the 'application for an order for release'. In short, North J
rejected the argument that as the rescuees had brought the detention about by their own
acts, or had some choice as to whether to leave the Tampa for Nauru or New Zealand, the
control exercised over the ship and its passengers did not constitute detention. He stated
that 'the distinction between partial and total restraint of freedom distracts the focus from
the essential issue'56 being the 'effect of the restraint on the liberty of the person'.57 In the
totality of the circumstances, his Honour found that the control constituted detention.58
A related issue, argued by Mr Vadarlis, the second applicant in VCCL v MIMA, was that
the control exercised over the rescuees constituted 'immigration detention' for the purposes
of the Migration Act 1958 and that, on this basis, the rescuees were eligible to receive visa
application forms, legal advice, etc. North J held that Mr Vadarlis did not have standing.59
As indicated above, in the Full Federal Court decision, Beaumont and French JJ found that
the control exercised in relation to the rescuees did not constitute detention. French J held
that while there were practical constraints on the liberty of the rescuees, they 'derived from
circumstances which did not come from any action on the part of the Commonwealth'.60
That is, the rescuees were unable to 'go elsewhere' from the Tampa primarily as a result of
the circumstances surrounding their rescue and the seaworthiness of the Tampa. He noted
that 'there is nothing to be gained by the use of such perjorative terms as "self-inflicted"'.61
As a matter of domestic law, it might be assumed that ample power to control the
movement of the Tampa and the rescuees would be available under:
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• the powers introduced by the Border Protection Legislation Amendment Act 1999
• the powers reflected in section 61 of the Constitution, or
• the measures proposed in the Border Protection Bill 2001.
The first proposition was not argued by the respondents in VCCL v MIMA. As indicated,
the border protection provisions of 1999 allowed an officer to detain and move a ship if
s/he reasonably suspected that it 'is, will be or has been involved in' a contravention of the
Act. In addition, once the ship was detained, the provisions allowed the officer to 'detain
any person who is found on the ship' and to 'bring them … to the migration zone'. The
applicants argued that no reasonable grounds existed for suspecting that the ship would be
involved in a contravention of the Act (by attempting to offload the rescuees). Moreover,
they argued that the express power to detain persons aboard a detained boat carried with it
a duty to bring them into the migration zone. Perhaps in light of this argument, the
respondents submitting that no actions were taken under the border protection provisions.
The second proposition on executive power was rejected by North J. He found that it was
a fundamental common law and constitutional principle that the executive does not have a
free floating power to detain persons, including aliens. However, the respondents argued
that there was a prerogative power to expel aliens from territorial waters and that this
power carried with it a power to detain (non-resident) aliens for that purpose. This was
rejected by North J on the basis that there was no distinction between resident and nonresident aliens,62 that the prerogative was doubtful63 and that, in any event, the prerogative
had been overridden by the measures introduced by the border protection provisions.64
As indicated above, on appeal, the majority found that the Commonwealth did have an
executive power to detain aliens for border protection purposes. French J said '[i]n my
opinion, the executive power of the Commonwealth, absent statutory extinguishment or
abridgement, would extend to a power to prevent the entry of non-citizens and to do such
things as are necessary to effect such exclusion'.65 His conclusion was based on the
accepted view that the power in section 61 'enables the Crown to undertake all executive
action which is appropriate to the position of the Commonwealth under the Constitution'66
and his own view that '[t]he power to determine who may come to Australia is so central
to its sovereignty that it is not to be supposed that the Government of the nation would
lack … the ability to prevent people not part of the Australian community from entering'.67
In expressing this view, he acknowledged that '[t]he Australian case law does not resolve
the question before this Court'.68 Broadly, the various authorities cited by the respondents
had been decided in the context of statutory powers rather than purely executive powers.
In addition, Beaumont J expressed the view that the Federal Court was not invested with
the power to issue a writ of habeas corpus69 and, as a result, expressed doubt as to whether
North J should have accepted that the respondents had standing on this issue.70 He also
questioned the ability of North J to issue an order requiring not only that the rescuees be
released but that they be brought to Australia.71 In any event, he queried whether a court
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ought to grant any discretionary relief on the basis that the rescuees had acted in bad faith
by 'practically compelling [the] Tampa to divert from Indonesia to Christmas Island'.72
The third proposition continues to be argued by academic and political commentators. On
11 September the Acting Prime Minister said of the Border Protection Bill in light of
North J's decision: '[m]y understanding is that it would have put the matter beyond
doubt'.73 By contrast, on the same day the Shadow Attorney-General stated that the Bill
'provided no lawful authority for the detention of those aboard the Tampa' and that the
movement of the rescuees from the Tampa to the Manoora 'was not even contemplated by
[it]'.74 Later that day, two constitutional law experts publicly endorsed the latter
interpretation.75 The difference of opinion is the implication from the judgment that the
control exercised over the rescuees constituted detention which required specific statutory
authority and that a statutory power to detain a ship does not carry a power to detain
persons aboard the ship.
Limits on Mandatory Detention
It is necessary to distinguish between criminal and administrative detention. The former is
based on arrest and conviction and generally requires the exercise of judicial power. The
latter is based on an administrative decision and is an exercise of executive power.76
It has been 'consistently recognized' that the power to make laws with respect to aliens
'includes not only the power to make laws providing for expulsion and deportation of
aliens by the Executive' but extends to laws 'authorizing the Executive to restrain an alien
in custody to the extent necessary to make the deportation effective'. It has been said that
'the power to deport is the complement of the power to exclude'77 and that detention in this
context 'is not imposed as punishment for being an immigrant'.78
The nexus between necessity and punishment was clearly articulated by the High Court in
Lim's Case. The High Court affirmed the constitutionality of administrative detention
under the Migration Act 1958 at least where the detention is reasonably necessary for
immigration processing. Brennan, Deane and Dawson JJ, with whom Mason CJ agreed,
held that the provisions introduced by the Migration Amendment Act 1992 would be valid:
… if the detention which they require and authorize is limited to what is reasonably
capable of being seen as necessary for the purposes of deportation or necessary to enable
an application for an entry permit to be made and considered. On the other hand, if the
detention which those sections require and authorize is not so limited, the authority
which they purportedly confer upon the Executive cannot properly be seen as an incident
of the executive powers to exclude, admit and deport an alien. In that event, they will be
of a punitive nature and contravene Ch. III's insistence that the judicial power of the
Commonwealth be vested exclusively in the courts.79

The key issue for domestic law is that administrative detention which is characterised as
punitive will contravene the constitutional requirement for separation of powers. In the
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view of Brennan, Deane and Dawson JJ administrative detention will not be characterised
as punitive if it is reasonably necessary for immigration processing. Moreover, in the
words of McHugh J, a law permitting administrative detention 'cannot be so characterised
if the purpose of the imprisonment is to achieve some legitimate non-punitive object'.80
The majority judges commented on the practical limits of reasonable necessity. They
indicated that the various circumstances surrounding detention could impact upon a
finding as to whether the detention was reasonably necessary for immigration processing.
For example, in the view of Brennan, Deane and Dawson JJ various aspects of the regime,
such as the initial time limit on detention, the requirement to deport or remove detainees as
soon as practicable and the ability of detainees to unilaterally terminate their detention
'suffice to preclude a conclusion that the powers of detention which are conferred upon the
Executive exceed what is reasonably capable of being seen as necessary for the purposes
of … the making and consideration of an entry application'.81 By contrast, while McHugh
J considered time limits he also gave special consideration to public administration. He
noted that '[t]he appropriateness of the period of detention for the individual cannot be
isolated from the administrative burden cast on the Department in investigating and
determining the vast number of applications by persons claiming refugee status'.82
In the future, there may be further examination of the limits of reasonable necessity. While
Lim's Case is authority for the proposition that legislation may authorise non-punitive
administrative detention, to the extent that the majority judges considered the
circumstances surrounding the immigration detention regime in 1992, it may not be
authority for the constitutionality of immigration detention regime in 2001. Conceivably,
the High Court may be asked to consider whether a regime which involves extended
detention, accompanied by increased powers in relation to controlling movement and strip
searches, is reasonably capable of being seen as necessary for immigration processing.
Meaning of Persecution
Subsection 36(2) of the Migration Act 1958 provides that one criterion for determining
whether a person is eligible for a protection visa is that s/he is a 'non-citizen in Australia to
whom Australia has protection obligations under the Refugees Convention as amended by
the Refugees Protocol'. Under Art. 1 of the Convention Australia has protection
obligations in respect of persons who 'owing to well-founded fear of being persecuted for
reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political
opinion' has fled their country and is unable or unwilling (owing to such fear) to return.
It is clear that a 'well-founded fear of persecution' has a subjective as well as an objective
element.83 A fear of persecution may be 'well-founded' though it is statistically 'unlikely to
occur'. It is sufficient if there is a 'real chance that the applicant will be persecuted'.84
The key issue is that the actions are based on the reasons listed in Art. 1. Persecution 'does
not encompass those fleeing generalised violence or internal turmoil' and, moreover, 'mass
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movements of persons fleeing civil war or other armed conflicts, military occupation,
natural disasters and bad economic conditions are outside the Convention'.85 It is a 'serious
punishment or penalty' or 'significant detriment or disadvantage' which is 'non-random',
'discriminatory' or part of 'selective harassment' or 'systematic conduct'86 directed against a
person either individually or as a member of a group on one of the grounds in Art. 1.
A wide range of acts and threats are contemplated by the definition. They obviously
include threat to life or freedom. According to the cases, they may also include loss of
employment, denial of access to professions87 or services such as education, health care,
housing and food88 and restrictions on freedom of speech, assembly, worship or
movement.89 Indeed, there may be no limit to the classes or categories of actions which
may amount to persecution,90 although discriminatory acts which are 'appropriate and
adapted to achieving some legitimate object of the country' will not amount to
persecution.91 Thus, under China's one child policy laws imposing penalties on parents
were laws of general application whereas laws imposing penalties on children born in
breach of that regime were persecutory.92
Acts or threats need not be perpetrated by the state, provided it is unable or unwilling to
offer protection. Nor do they need to be repeated, provided they are non-random.
However, the actions must be causally linked to the reasons listed in Art. 1. Thus, while a
farmer may be the subject of violent discrimination by a particular rival clan in Somalia, it
may not be persecution on the basis of race because the rival clan discriminated against all
non-clan members rather than merely the clan to which the farmer belonged.93 At the same
time, the reasons listed in Art. 1 need not be the sole cause of the persecution.94 Thus, a
person may commit a minor offence, but the punishment may be persecution because its
existence or severity is based on the offender's membership of a particular social group.95
It is often assumed that acts or threats must be motivated by the reasons listed in Art. 1.
The assumption is probably based on statements in the Federal Court that persecution
involves 'an element of an attitude on the part of those who persecute which leads to the
infliction of harm, or an element of motivation … for the infliction of harm'96 and in the
High Court that the causal connection requirement 'serves to identify the motivation for
the infliction of the persecution and the objectives sought to be attained by it'.97 On this
basis, attention has turned to the subjective intentions of the persecutors rather than the
subjective and objective fears of the victim. However, it seems clear that 'an element of
attitude' and 'motivation' do not imply malice,98 and nor are they intended to equate with
mens rea or intention in a direct sense. Arguably, subjective motivation is irrelevant.99
One area of difficulty for the Federal Court and High Court has been persecution based on
'membership of a social group'. The issue is whether a social group must have a prior and
independent existence or whether it may be ascertained by reference to the persons or
groups of persons who are the target or focus of the persecution. It is clear that 'a shared
fear of persecution [is not] sufficient to constitute a particular social group'.100 Thus, while
the parents who desired a second child were subject to persecution in China, they did not
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form a 'particular social group' for the purposes of the Convention.101 At the same time, a
second child born in that regime could be subject of persecution because they form a
'particular social group' being those children specifically targeted by the one child
policy.102
Reacting to this issue and other issues, the Minister for Immigration and Multicultural
Affairs said when introducing the Migration Legislation Amendment Bill (No. 6) 2001:
In the absence of clear legislative guidance, the domestic interpretation of our obligations
has broadened out under cumulative court decisions so that Australia now provides
protection visas in cases lying well beyond the bounds originally envisaged by the
convention. These generous interpretations … encourage people who are not refugees to
test their claims in Australia, adding to perceptions that Australia is a soft touch.103

Under the Migration Legislation Amendment Bill (No. 6) 2001 'persecution' must involve
'serious harm to the person' that 'involves systematic and discriminatory conduct'.104
'Serious harm' must involve some serious physical assault, harassment or ill-treatment or
some other significant discrimination which threatens the persons capacity to subsist.105
More significantly perhaps, under the Bill the causal link would only be satisfied where
the reason listed in Art. 1 is 'the essential and significant reason' for the persecution.106
The Validity of the Privative Clause107
The proposed privative clause in the Migration Legislation Amendment (Judicial Review)
Bill 1998 [2001] would apply both to the High Court and the Federal Court. However, the
clause is arguably of greater significance to the High Court than the Federal Court.
Generally, Parliament may determine the judicial review jurisdiction of the Federal Court.
However, the judicial review jurisdiction of the High Court is constitutionally entrenched.
It has 'original jurisdiction' in all matters 'in which a writ of mandamus or prohibition or
injunction is sought against an officer of the Commonwealth' (section 75(v)) and these
writs essentially confer the core remedies available to a judicial review court. However,
while the jurisdiction is entrenched it may be circumvented by a privative clause. At the
same time, as at least two judges have noted, '[t]he distinction between what laws are and
what laws are not consistent with section 75(v) is admittedly an elusive one'.108
In Australia, privative clauses date back to 1904, when the Commonwealth attempted to
virtually eliminate the High Court's jurisdiction to review decisions of the Arbitration
Court. The Court unequivocally stated that the privative clause had no effect at all on the
Court's constitutional rights to judicial review,109 sparking a political and judicial debate
for the next forty years as to the Parliament's ability to circumscribe judicial review.110
A key legal difficulty of privative clauses is that they are based on an apparent
contradiction. Parliament passes a law establishing the limits within which a decision
maker is empowered to make a decision. If a privative clause is made applicable to that
decision, there is very little scope for a court to check whether these legislative limits have
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been respected. Two issues arise: firstly, the initial legislative limits on an action may
become meaningless; and secondly, a court's role (including the role of the High Court) in
reviewing the lawfulness of administrative decisions is, to a large extent, frustrated.111
In the 1945 High Court Hickman case,112 Dixon J proposed a complex formula to
overcome these problems. The 'Hickman principle' states that the contradictory intention
of privative clauses may be resolved if, rather than reading privative clauses at face value
as direct limits on the review powers of a court, they are read as indirect grants of legal
authority to a decision-maker. Thus, the definition of a valid decision is expanded beyond
what is overtly defined as a valid decision in the relevant Act or the common law.
In accordance with the separation of powers doctrine, this expanded jurisdiction of
decision-makers has not been interpreted as being completely unfettered. As the 'Hickman
principle' is one of statutory construction, fetters will arise from the reading of the specific
legislation as a whole.113 In Hickman, the clause was interpreted as subject to various
limits or 'savings provisions'.114 In a recent case, the High Court also affirmed that the
legislation as a whole could be interpreted so that the privative clause did not protect a
constraint on the decision-maker regarded as being of fundamental importance.115
Two sets of issues arise regarding the privative clause in the Judicial Review Bill. First,
while it is modelled on the privative clause considered and affirmed in Hickman it differs
in some key respects. In proposed subsection 474(1) of the Judicial Review Bill, as in the
Hickman provision, relevant decisions 'shall not be challenged, appealed against,
reviewed, quashed or called into question in any court' and are 'not subject to prohibition,
mandamus, injunction, declaration or certiorari in any court on any account'. However,
proposed subsection 474(1) also provides that the decisions are 'final and conclusive'.
Moreover, proposed subsection 474(6) provides that '[s]ubject to the requirements of the
Constitution' the section should 'be construed in a way that gives full effect to its natural
and ordinary meaning' and 'not be construed in a way that would limit its operation'. It has
been argued that if the 'final and operative' requirement was given its 'natural and ordinary
meaning' it would deprive the High Court of jurisdiction contrary to section 75(v). Second,
as a related issue, any attempt to make an administrative decision binding and conclusive
may offend against the requirement for the separation of powers.116
In the report of the Senate Legal and Constitutional Legislation Committee the members
of the minority stated that the privative clause 'defeats the purposes for which the Federal
Court of Australia was, in part, established, namely as a court designed to relieve the
burden on the High Court arising from the handling of immigration law cases'.117 It also
commented that the proposed amendments were contrary to the desired trend 'towards
access to justice and the expression of clearer Commonwealth law'.118
Reflecting the complexity discussed above, Minister Ruddock has noted that 'the precise
limits of privative clauses may need examination by the High Court'.119
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Excisions from Australian Territory
The Prime Minister and Minister for Immigration and Multicultural Affairs have both
foreshadowed legislation to excise Christmas Island and Ashmore Reef from the migration
zone. The effect, or intended effect, would be that arrival in these territories 'will not be
sufficient grounds for application for status under the Migration Act'. It is difficult to
comment in advance on proposed legislation, but various observations may be made.
The key issue is that one current criterion for a protection visa is that the applicant is 'in
Australia'. 'Australia' is not defined in the Migration Act 1958. The Acts Interpretation Act
1901 establishes a general presumption that a reference to 'Australia', when used in a
geographical sense, 'includes the Territory of Christmas Island and the Territory of Cocos
(Keeling) Islands, but does not include any other external Territory'.120 Moreover, the
Migration Act 1958 applies to 'prescribed Territory' which 'means the Coral Sea Islands
Territory, the Territory of Cocos (Keeling) Islands, the Territory of Christmas Island and
the Territory of Ashmore and Cartier Islands'.121 Conversely, the Act defines the migration
zone as 'the area consisting of the States, the Territories … [and the sea within a port]'.122
Thus, prima facie, the ambit of the 'migration zone' is irrelevant to asylum claims.
A subsidiary issue is that an unlawful non-citizen must be detained if they 'enter
Australia'. To 'enter Australia' is defined as meaning 'to enter the migration zone'.123 This
definition is expressly not intended to alter the meaning of 'in Australia' or the application
of the Act to any parts of Australia outside the migration zone.124 Thus, prima facie, the
'migration zone' is only relevant to unlawful entry, immigration detention, etc.
On this basis, the proposed amendment would need to focus on the application of the Act
to external territories, to confine the meaning of 'in Australia' for the purposes of
protection visas or to tie the protection visa criteria to presence in the 'migration zone'.
Simply removing a reference to Christmas Island and Ashmore Reef from the Migration
Act 1958 would exclude both territories but would not get around the Acts Interpretation
Act 1901 because it would not express the 'contrary intention' needed for this purpose.125
Simply confining the definition of 'in Australia' or 'migration zone' may have unintended
consequences in relation to people smuggling offences, visa conditions, deportation, etc.
Perhaps the most straightforward mechanism would be to amend the criteria for protection
such that presence is required within the 'migration zone', with the caveat that, for
protection visa purposes this does not include Christmas Island or Ashmore Reef. This
would seem to have the effect that arrival within Christmas Island and Ashmore Reef, or
within the territorial sea of Australia, would not be 'sufficient grounds for application for
status under the Migration Act'. The real issue is its other legal or practical effects.
As the Prime Minister has acknowledged, any such of these proposed amendments would
not address the issue of Australia's obligations under international law. Under the
Convention relating to the Status of Refugees of 28 July 1951 and the Protocol relating to
the Status of Refugees of 31 January 1967 Australia is obliged not to 'refoule' (not to expel
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or return) persons who have a well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race,
religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion to a place
in which their life or freedom would be threatened on account of these reasons.126
Australia is also obliged not to expel a refugee lawfully in its territory 'save on the grounds
of national security or public order',127 and only in accordance with 'due process of law'.128
Whether these obligations can 'continue to be fully met by Australia' is unclear. These
obligations would have a complex application to Australia in respect of the proposed
amendment(s) above. It seems clear that the non-refoulement obligation would prevent
any attempt to remove any refugees from Christmas Island and return them to a place of
persecution. But, having removed the ability of people to apply for protection visas, we
may have effectively removed the administrative machinery for determining refugee status
under the Migration Act 1958. In this context, one academic suggested in response to the
proposed excision that there was 'no way whatsoever [that the proposed legislation] can be
in accordance with international legality' and argued, in colourful language, that '[t]he
government has gone completely bananas, they've gone bonkers'.129
In announcing the proposed legislation, both the Prime Minister and the Minister for
Immigration and Multicultural Affairs suggested that any future Christmas Island
arrangements would work similarly to those on Norfolk Island. In a number of respects,
the Norfolk Island regime is not comparable with any amendment to exclude Christmas
Island. The most obvious difference is that Christmas Island does not have a body with
legislative powers. Nor may it have the machinery to give effect to a similar regime. It is
also worth noting that while the Norfolk Island migration regime permits the expulsion of
aliens it does not contain any arrangements for dealing with asylum applications.
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Appendix 1 International Law Maritime Boundaries
A convenient guide to Australia's maritime boundaries is given by the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS):130
• Internal Waters: sea on the landward side of the 'territorial baseline'.131
• Territorial Sea: sea within 12 nautical miles (nm)132 of the 'territorial baseline'.133
• Contiguous Zone: sea between 12 and 24 nm of the 'territorial baseline'.134
• Exclusive Economic Zone: sea to 200 nm of the 'territorial baseline'.135
• Continental Shelf: seabed and subsoil up to 350 nm136 (or as agreed between two state
parties to UNCLOS with 'opposite or adjacent coasts').137
For completeness it is worth mentioning various zones created under domestic law:
• Adjacent Areas: areas of sea adjacent to each State and the Northern Territory. (Outer
limits are prescribed in regulations under the Seas and Submerged Lands Act 1973. 138)
• Migration Zone: includes land above the low watermark and sea within the limits of a port
in a State or Territory but does not include the sea within a State or Territory or the
'territorial sea' of Australia.139 It includes Christmas Island and Ashmore Reef.140
The relevant zones are represented in the following diagram and indicative map.
Figure 1: Maritime Zones Recognised under International Law141
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Figure 2: Key Maritime Zones Recognised under Domestic Law142
`
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Appendix 2 Australia's Maritime Jurisdiction
A distinction can be drawn among what may be called 'prescriptive, 'enforcement and
'adjudicative' powers and between 'physical' and 'personal' jurisdiction:143
• prescriptive powers: The common law gives the Commonwealth a power to enact laws
having an extraterritorial effect. The Constitution also gives the Commonwealth a power
to enact laws with respect to matters that are external to Australia
• enforcement powers: International law gives Australia a jurisdiction to enforce its laws
within a prescribed distance of its coast arising out of its territorial sovereignty and
'sovereign rights' recognised in international law ('physical jurisdiction'). It also recognises
a jurisdiction to enforce laws upon its own citizens or own ships arising out of the nexus
between a sovereign nation and its citizens ('personal jurisdiction'), and
• adjudicative powers: International law generally recognises a jurisdiction to prosecute
offenders located within Australia where there is a sufficient link between Australia and
the alleged criminal conduct. The principles are generally recognised in common law.
These distinctions are not always rigidly followed in international law or constitutional
law. However, they do provide a useful template for considering jurisdictional issues.
Prescriptive Powers
At common law, it is generally accepted that the States and the Commonwealth may enact
laws having an extraterritorial effect so as to secure 'peace, order and good government'.144
Thus, the Commonwealth has a power to control overseas acts of its citizens,145 and the
States and the Commonwealth have the power to control overseas acts of foreigners where
they come within the physical limits of Australia.146 There need only be a link between the
subject matter of a statutory offence and the enacting government.147 Similarly, under the
Australian Constitution, the Commonwealth has the power to enact legislation dealing
with matters, things, circumstances and persons outside Australia, provided there is
sufficient connexion between Australia and the matters, etc to which the law relates.148
The power is not confined to laws that are consistent with the requirements of
international law,149 or with the legislative competence recognised by international law.150
There may be a presumption that a statute will not interfere with the sovereignty of other
nations.151
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Enforcement Powers
The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea ('UNCLOS') gives Australia certain
rights over foreign ships that enter into the maritime zones:
• Internal Waters: a country may enforce laws with respect to any issue within its internal
waters. It may arrest any person or investigate any crimes committed within the internal
waters (except vessels and persons subject to sovereign immunity).152
• Territorial Sea: foreign ships generally have a right of 'innocent passage' through the
territorial sea. Equally, a criminal jurisdiction 'should not be exercised on board a foreign
ship passing through the territorial sea to arrest any person or to conduct any investigation
in connection with any crime' committed during passage through the territorial sea.153
However, a state has a right of visit over ships entering the territorial sea (see below). It
may also adopt laws and regulations to prevent infringement of its 'customs, fiscal,
immigration or sanitary laws and regulations'.154 It may arrest persons or investigate
crimes aboard foreign ships passing through the territorial sea after leaving internal
waters.155 It may even exercise these powers in respect of crimes committed before the
ship entered the territorial sea but only if it has entered the internal waters.156 It may arrest
persons or investigate crimes on board merchant ships and government ships operated for
commercial purposes passing through the territorial sea where the consequences of the
crime extend to the state or where the crime disturbs the 'peace of the country or the good
order of the territorial sea'.157 Acts that disturb the 'peace, etc.' of the coastal state include
'the loading or unloading of any commodity, currency or person' contrary to its
immigration laws and regulations.158
• Contiguous Zone: a state may exercise the control necessary to punish or prevent
'infringement of its customs, fiscal, immigration or sanitary laws and regulations within its
territory or territorial sea'.159
• Exclusive Economic Zone: a state may exercise a limited jurisdiction over foreign ships
whilst exercising its sovereign rights to 'explore, exploit, conserve and manage the living
resources in the 'exclusive economic zone''.160 A state may arrest and detain foreign
vessels for violations of fisheries laws and regulations but it may not imprison persons
without a specific agreement with the 'flag state'.161 A state may also exercise a
jurisdiction over artificial islands (eg offshore installations) with respect to 'customs,
fiscal, health, safety and immigration laws and regulations'.162 It may establish safety
zones around these installations up to 500m and exercise a limited jurisdiction to ensure
the safety of structures and navigation.
• Continental Shelf: enforcement is limited to the exercise of sovereign rights 'for the
purpose of exploring it and exploiting its [non-living] natural resources'.163 The status of
the waters above the shelf is unaffected164 and there is no reference to criminal
jurisdiction.
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• High Seas: enforcement is limited to rights of 'hot pursuit' and 'visit'. The former allows
warships to pursue and detain a foreign ship beyond the territorial sea or contiguous zone
if they reasonably believe that it has violated the laws of the state.165 The latter allows
warships to board a foreign ship where there is reasonable ground to suspect that it is a
'ship without nationality',166 or is engaged in piracy or slave trading.167
Adjudicative Powers
International law recognises a jurisdiction where a valid nexus exists between the alleged
criminal conduct and the state. The nexus will exist if the offence occurs or the offender is
present within the territory ('territorial principle') and where the results of the conduct are
felt within the territory ('extra-territorial principle'). It may also recognise a jurisdiction
based on the offender's nationality ('nationality principle'), the victim's nationality ('passive
personality principle') and the need to protect the interests of the state (the 'protective
principle'), but there is a degree of uncertainty.168 These powers are closely related to the
enforcement powers above which deal with the 'territorial principle',169 the 'extra-territorial
principle'170 and, to a limited extent, the 'protective principle'.171
These principles are generally recognised in domestic jurisprudence, within the limits
outlined above. So, for example, the common law explicitly recognises the categories of
'territorial jurisdiction'172 and 'extra-territorial jurisdiction'.173 Except in relation to the
Commonwealth, it would not ordinarily recognise the 'passive personality principle'.174
Neither would it ordinarily recognise the 'protective principle', although there have been
cases in which, having recognised an extraterritorial jurisdiction over a principal offence,
it has recognised a jurisdiction over inchoate offences, such as attempt and conspiracy.
This has occurred on the basis that intended results or the intended victim were within the
territory and it was necessary to protect 'peace, order and good government'.175 More
recently it has recognised a wider extraterritorial jurisdiction over ordinary and inchoate
offences where there is a 'real and substantial link' between the offence and the territory.
This approach has been adopted in Canada in relation to overseas offences176 and has
recently been endorsed in Australia in relation to interstate offences.177 (But there may be
doubt as to whether this approach would or should apply to international offences.)178
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Appendix 3 Safety of Life at Sea v Territorial Sovereignty
Innocent Passage
The concept of 'innocent passage' is somewhat ambiguous. Under UNCLOS, 'innocent
passage' must be innocent in the sense that it must be 'not prejudicial to the peace, good
order or security of the coastal state'.179 It must also be passage in the sense that it must be
'continuous and expeditious',180 although stopping and anchoring is accepted if they are
'incidental to ordinary navigation or are rendered necessary by force majeure or distress or
for the purpose of rendering assistance to persons, ships or aircraft in danger or distress'.181
However, this simplified description belies more complex views regarding the meaning of
'innocence' in international customary law. O'Connell gives four models of 'innocence':
• passage is innocent if no act is done which threatens the coastal state
• passage is innocent if no act is done which threatens the interests of the coastal state
• passage is not innocent if a ship carries persons or goods dangerous to the coastal state,
and
• passage is not innocent if acts are done which arouse the concern of the coastal state
UNLCOS simply adopts the above formulation, based on prejudice to peace, order and
security and continuous and expeditious passage, and goes on to require that passage must
'take place in conformity with this Convention and with other rules of international law'
and lists certain activities that do not constitute innocent passage.
O'Connell suggests that the composite definition 'is a gloss which conceals the doctrinal
differences, which are nonetheless imported into the text by the reference to passage
taking place in conformity with "other rules of international law"'.182 Moreover, the
reference to 'peace, good order or security' makes jurisdiction and innocence 'the reverse
and obverse of each other' such that 'the way is opened to enlarge the control exercised by
the coastal state over passing shipping beyond that allowed in customary law'.183
UNCLOS provides that a coastal state may 'take the necessary steps in its territorial sea to
prevent passage which is not innocent'.184 Churchill and Lowe indicate that while there is
no express right to exclude foreign ships 'this right undoubtedly exists in customary
law'.185
A key issue in the present context is the range of circumstances that may be considered to
constitute a disturbance of the 'peace and good order' and the interpretation given to the
relevant jurisdictional limitations in UNCLOS. UNCLOS states that a criminal jurisdiction
'should not be exercised on board a foreign ship passing through the territorial sea'.186 The
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history of the relevant provision in the convention suggests that it is not intended to be a
prohibition but an appeal for caution, given the uncertainty that may surround the nature of
crimes that disturb the 'peace' and 'good order' of the territorial sea or the coastal state.187
This view seems to have been adopted in the United States and the United Kingdom.188
Distress
As indicated, UNLCOS appears to permit stopping and anchoring within the territorial sea
where that is 'rendered necessary by force majeure or distress' or 'for the purpose of
rendering assistance to persons … in danger or distress'. State practice appears to support a
right of entry to designated international ports for foreign ships in distress seeking safety.
It is generally presumed that 'the ports of every State must be open to foreign vessels and
can only be closed when the vital interests of the State so require'. But it may be 'very
doubtful whether this presumption has acquired the status of a right in customary law'.189
Moreover, it is unclear how this presumption sits with the apparently enlarged control
given to states in the exercise of jurisdiction over foreign ships within the territorial sea.
Over time various international conventions have addressed the obligation to rescue
persons and ships in distress at sea.190 However, while they tend to support the existence
of the general presumption above, they have not addressed the issue of disembarkation.
Moreover, they have not given any guidance as to how the obligation to rescue is to be
balanced against territorial sovereignty particularly in relation to asylum seekers. This
situation has led the United Nations High Commission for Human Rights to note that:
While … there is a clear duty for ships' masters, their owners and their Governments to
rescue asylum-seekers at sea, there is no obligation under international law for the flag
State of a rescuing vessel to grant durable asylum to rescued refugees. It is, of course,
correct that by boarding a vessel, the refugee comes under the jurisdiction of the flag
State which is considered to exercise jurisdiction over the ship on the high seas. There is,
however, no valid legal basis for considering that by boarding a vessel a refugee has
entered the territory of the State exercising jurisdiction over the ship.191
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Appendix 4 Australia's International Refugee Obligations
Traditionally, international law viewed asylum as an act of grace by states.192 It recognised
diplomatic asylum, involving a permission by the protecting state to shelter a refugee in its
diplomatic premises. It also recognised territorial asylum, involving a refusal by the
protecting state to extradite or deport a refugee from its territory. Both these forms of
asylum were voluntary and neither derogated from a state's territorial sovereignty.
However, international law has come to recognise asylum as somewhat of a right of
refugees. Under the Convention relating to the Status of Refugees of 28 July 1951 and the
Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees of 31 January 1967 Australia is obliged not to
expel or return persons who have a well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of
race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion to a
place in which their life or freedom would be threatened on account of these reasons.193
Australia is also obliged not to expel a refugee lawfully in its territory 'save on the grounds
of national security or public order',194 and only in accordance with 'due process of law'.195
Australia acceded to the Convention relating to the Status of Refugees on 22 January 1954
and it acceded to the Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees on 13 December 1973.196
It is perhaps significant to note that, at the time of accession to the Convention, Australia
made a reservation rejecting the obligations relating to expulsion.197 It withdrew the
reservation over a decade later after the General Assembly adopted the Protocol.
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Appendix 5 International Law Relating to Detention
International Law
The 'legality' of mandatory detention under international law has been widely
canvassed.198 It has been argued that mandatory detention is contrary to the prohibition on
unnecessarily restricting the movement of and/or penalising bona fide asylum seekers in
the Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees (Refugee Convention) (Article 31).
Also, it has been argued that it is contrary to the prohibitions on cruel, inhuman and
degrading punishment in the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
(ICCPR) (Article 7) and the Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or
Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CAT) (Article 16). It has also been argued that it is
contrary to the prohibition on arbitrary detention in the ICCPR (Article 9(1)) and the
Convention on the Rights of the Child (CROC) (Article 37). A wide range of other
prohibitions and requirements are cited as being relevant to the mandatory detention of
asylum seekers.199
The key issue appears to be the prohibition on unnecessary or arbitrary detention. As
above, there is a nexus between arbitrariness and reasonable necessity. Thus, in Alphen v
The Netherlands (1990), the Human Rights Committee (HRC), the treaty body responsible
for the ICCPR, noted that detention could be arbitrary notwithstanding that it was lawful
as the concept included 'elements of inappropriateness, injustice and lack of predictability'.
The HRC stated that detention 'must not only be lawful but reasonable in all the
circumstances' and, in addition, 'must be necessary in all the circumstances, for example,
to prevent flight, interference with evidence, or the recurrence of crime.200 In A v Australia
(1997)201 the HRC commented specifically on the Migration Amendment Act 1992. As in
Lim's Case, the HRC clearly articulated a nexus between necessity and arbitrariness.202
In July 2000, in response to Australia's Combined 3rd/4th Periodic Report under the
ICCPR, the HRC reiterated the concerns it raised in A v Australia and urged Australia to
'reconsider its policy of mandatory detention of "unlawful non-citizens" with a view to
instituting alternative mechanisms of maintaining an orderly immigration process'.203
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Appendix 6 Overview of Proposed Migration Amendments
Some key areas of change to the Migration Act 1958 include: restriction of merits and judicial review of decisions under the Act and Regulations;
regulation of migration agents; migration fees and charges; assurances of support and other conditions for entry relating to social security/health;
regulation of education for overseas students; detention of illegal non-citizens; and clarification of border protection powers.

1991
Bill

Description of Purpose (from Bills Digest)

Immigration (Education) Amendment Bill 1991

To expand the range of persons eligible for English tuition courses under the Adult Migrant
Education Program and citizenship tuition courses and to arrange for language training and related
services to be provided to non-government organisations

Migration Amendment Bill 1991

To introduce a new category of entrant [unprocessed person] and a regime for dealing with such
entrants, including where they may be sent and other amendments which relate to the period of
grace, entry visas, the grounds under which a non-citizen may become an illegal entrant, and the
character or conduct of applicants for visa or entry permits

Migration Amendment Bill (No.2) 1991

To create new offences for abuse of the migration laws in relation to immigration due to marriage or
de-facto relationships; increase the information gaining powers in relation to people the Minister
believes are illegal immigrants; and to allow visas/entry permits not to be issued if such an issue
would exceed the allowable number of visas/entry permits that has been determined by the Minister
as allowable in a particular class.

Migration Amendment Bill (No.3) 1991

To prevent the grant of a visa or entry permit unless an assurance of support has been given.

Migration Amendment Bill (No.4) 1991

To make a number of largely non-contentious and technical amendments relating to the review of a
points assessment; additional applications for an entry permit by illegal entrants; and endorsements
of visa or entry permits under section 20 of the Migration Act 1958.

Migration (Health Services) Charge Bill 1991

To impose a charge on certain visa and entry permit applicants in respect of which an assurance of
support is required.
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1992
Bill

Description of Purpose (from Bills Digest)

Immigration (Education) Charge Bill 1992

To introduce charges for newly arrived immigrants and recent arrivals in respect of English language
classes.

Migration Laws Amendment Bill 1992

To allow the Minister to determine the maximum number of visas of a specified class/es that may be
granted in a specified financial year.

Migration Laws Amendment Bill (No.2) 1992

To introduce fees for those attending English language courses and to oblige the government to
provide 510 hours of tuition in English to certain visa applicants (see Immigration (Education)
Charge Bill 1992)

Migration (Offences and Undesirable Persons)
Amendment Bill 1992

To allow the Minister to refuse permission for people to enter or remain in Australia on the basis of
their character or conduct

Migration Reform Bill 1992 (no Digest available)

To simplify existing terminology by abolishing the distinction between visas and entry permits,
introducing a distinction between 'lawful and non-lawful citizens' to replace the existing
'unprocessed', 'prohibited', 'designated', 'illegal' and 'legal non-citizens' distinctions, codification of
procedures for dealing with applications.
To extend review rights and require the Department to advice applicants of their review rights,
To introduce codes of procedure for decision making, increase powers of cancellation of visas,
impose restrictions controlling entry, departure, detention, removal and recovery of costs of
detention, limitations of discretion in decision making.204
To confine judicial review in the Federal Court to 'judicially reviewable decisions', excluding
decisions that are immediately reviewable by the IRT and RRT but including final decisions of those
tribunals, and to confine the grounds of review to the following: required procedures not observed;
purported decision made without jurisdiction; decision not authorised by the Act or Regulations;
decision an improper exercise of power;205 decision involved error of law whether or not the error
appears on the record of the decision; decision induced or affected by fraud or actual bias; and no
evidence to justify the decision. The grounds would exclude: breach of the rules of natural justice or
that the decision involved an exercise of power so unreasonable that no reasonable person could have
so exercised the power.206
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1993
Bill

Description of Purpose (from Bills Digest)

Immigration (Guardianship of Children) Amendment
Bill 1993

To preclude the Minister for Immigration and Ethnic Affairs from assuming the guardianship of
certain non- citizen children who enter Australia for adoption in a declared State or Territory.

Migration Amendment ('Points' System) Bill 1993

To simplify the operation of the points test and pool system relating to people seeking entry to
Australia under the Concessional Family and Independent Entrant visa classes.

1994
Bill

Description of Purpose (from Bills Digest)

Migration Legislation Amendment Bill 1994

To establish three new classes of visas (special purpose visas, absorbed person visas, and ex-citizen
visas). Other amendments are largely of an administrative/technical nature.

Migration Legislation Amendment Bill (No.2) 1994

To retrospectively provide a legal basis for the detention of certain people who arrived in Australia
by boat without authorisation, and may have been detained unlawfully.

Migration Laws Amendment Bill (No. 3) 1994

To provide for the retrospective legality of the detention of certain persons who arrived in Australia
by boat without valid entry permission between 1989 and 1992.

Migration Legislation Amendment Bill (No. 4) 1994

To provide that entrants who have previously been assessed overseas for refugee status will not be
required to be reassessed by Australian authorities.

Migration Legislation Amendment Bill (No. 5) 1994

To provide: that, although an applicant may be assisted by another person (including a lawyer) the
assistant cannot, unless there are exceptional circumstances, present arguments to, or address, the
Immigration Review Tribunal (IRT); for the Minister to cancel an investment-linked visa; for the
Remuneration Tribunal to determine the remuneration of members of the IRT and the Refugee
Review Tribunal (RRT); and for the indexation of fees in relation to English language courses
imposed under the Immigration (Education) Act 1971.

Migration Agents Registration (Applications) Levy
Amendment Bill 1994

To enable automatic indexation of the migration agents registration (application) levy payable under
the Migration Agents Registration (Application) Levy Act 1992.
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Migration Agents Registration (Renewal) Levy
Amendment Bill 1994

To enable automatic indexation of the migration agents registration (renewal) levy payable under the
Migration Agents Registration (Renewal) Levy Act 1992.

1995
Bill

Description of Purpose (from Bills Digest)

Migration Legislation Amendment Bill (No. 2) 1995

To amend the Safe Third Country (STC) provisions in the Migration Act 1958 to: invalidate
applications for protection visas made by Vietnamese refugees presently resettled in the PRC
between 30 December 1994 and the taking effect of Statutory Rule No.3 of 1995 (prescribing the
PRC as a STC); and more generally, invalidate visa applications made during the 'transitional period'
before the commencement of an agreement between Australia and a STC.

Migration Legislation Amendment Bill (No. 3) 1995

To remove the fertility control policies of a foreign government as a grounds for inclusion in a
'particular social group' as defined in the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, as
amended by the 1967 Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees; and to stop repeat applications for
protection visas.

Migration Legislation Amendment Bill (No. 4) 1995

Essentially the same purpose as the (No. 3) Bill.

Migration Legislation Amendment Bill (No. 5) 1995

To amend the Migration Act 1958 to enable a person who has been held in detention for more than
six months following a visa application to be declared, at the Minister's discretion, an 'eligible noncitizen' so that he or she may be released from detention; and the Immigration (Education) Act 1971
to make it clear that the Commonwealth is not obliged to provide English tuition to certain successful
visa applicants.

Administrative Decisions (Effect of International
Instruments) Bill 1995

To restore the situation which existed before Minister of State for Immigration and Ethnic Affairs v
Ah Hin Teoh (1995) 183 CLR 273, in which if there were to be changes to procedural or substantive
rights in Australian law resulting from adherence to a treaty, they would be made by parliamentary
and not executive action.
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1996
Bill

Description of Purpose (from Bills Digest)

Migration Legislation Amendment Bill (No. 1) 1996

To extend the Migration Agents Registration Scheme by 12 months to 21 September 1997.

Migration Legislation Amendment Bill (No. 2) 1996

To remove the statutory right of the Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission and the
Commonwealth Ombudsman to initiate confidential contact with people held in immigration
detention under s. 189 of the Act and to ensure that officers of the Department are under no duty to
give visa applications to such detainees unless a request by the detainees is made.

Migration Legislation Amendment Bill (No. 3) 1996

to 'roll' the Health Services Charge and the English Education Charge into the one visa application
fee. This is to be done by the amendment of the Migration (Health Services) Charge Act 1991 and
the Immigration (Education) Charge Act 1992 (the Charge Act) so that applications for visas made
after the commencement of the Migration (Visa Application) Charge Bill 1996 (anticipated to be
proclaimed on 1 January 1997) will be subject to the one fee;
amend the Immigration (Education) Act 1971, to sever the connection between this Act and the
Immigration (Education) Charge Act 1992. This is necessitated by the 'rolling' of the English
Education Charge into the visa application fee. In addition, amendments are being made to clarify
that migrants have only one entitlement to 510 hours of English language tuition;
amend the Migration (Health Services) Charge Act 1991, so that applications for visas made after the
commencement of the Migration (Visa Application) Charge Bill 1996 are not subject to the Health
Services Charge. (As indicated above, the charge will be incorporated into the visa application fee.);
amend the power to make regulations under the Migration Act 1958 to provide the Minister with
greater flexibility to 'cap' various components of the Migration Program, including those parts of the
Preferential Family category that are currently exempt from 'capping';
repeal section 87 of the Migration Act 1958 to remove the legislative exemption to the Minister's
power to determine the maximum number of visas that may be granted within a financial year;
implement a legislative exemption to the Sex Discrimination Act 1984 to allow the Minister to
prescribe a two-year cohabitation period in respect of applicants who apply offshore for migration on
the basis of a de facto or interdependency relationship with an Australian citizen or lawful permanent
resident. Married couples will not have to meet this requirement; and
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amend section 21 of the Australian Citizenship Act 1948 and the Migration Act 1958 to enable the
Minister to deprive a person of Australian citizenship where that citizenship was obtained as a result
of 'migration-related fraud'.
Migration (Visa Application) Charge Bill 1996

To impose a single visa application fee; and establish a 'visa application fee charge limit'; ie the
maximum amount of visa application charge that may be prescribed by the regulations

Immigration (Education) Charge Amendment Bill
1996

To amend the Immigration (Education) Charge Act 1992 (the Act): so that the Act will no longer
apply to visa applications made after the commencement of the Migration (Visa Application) Charge
Bill 1996 (expected to be 1 January 1997); in respect of migrants to whom the English Education
Charge still applies; to raise the statutory ceiling of the charge to $5,500; and to provide that the new
statutory ceiling applies to visa applicants who, before the commencement of the Migration (Visa
Application) Charge Bill 1996, have not received a notice of assessment for the English Education
Charge in accordance with subsection 64(3) of the Migration Act 1958.

Environment, Sport and Territories Legislation
Amendment Bill 1996

To extend the application of the Migration Act 1958 to Ashmore Reef and Cartier Islands.

1997
Bill

Description of Purpose (from Bills Digest)

Migration Legislation Amendment Bill (No. 3) 1997

To extend the Migration Agents Registration Scheme for six months to 21 March 1998

Migration Legislation Amendment Bill (No. 4) 1997

To amalgamate the initial Departmental review of a Non-humanitarian visa decision with the next
stage of the review process for such decisions, review by the Immigration Review Tribunal; and
To insert a 'privative clause', the aim of which is to narrow the possibility of judicial review by the
Federal Court and the High Court by permitting administrative decisions subject to procedural defect
and legal irregularity to be considered valid.

Migration Legislation Amendment Bill (No. 5) 1997

To introduce a 'privative clause', a mechanism which will severely restrict access to judicial review
of administrative decisions made under the Migration Act 1958 ('the Act').

Migration Legislation Amendment (Migration Agents)
Bill 1997

To create a Migration Agents Registration Authority to administer the scheme for regulating the
immigration assistance industry and related matters.
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Migration Agents Registration Renewal Charge Bill
1997

To establish a system to determine registration charges for migration agents.

Migration Agents Registration Application Charge
Bill 1997

To establish a system to determine registration charges for migration agents.

Migration Legislation Amendment (Strengthening of
Provisions relating to Character and Conduct) Bill
1997

To strengthen those provisions in the Act which provide for the refusal or cancellation of visas on
character grounds

Administrative Decisions (Effect of International
Instruments) Bill 1997

To restore the situation which existed before Minister of State for Immigration and Ethnic Affairs v
Ah Hin Teoh (1995) 183 CLR 273, in which if there were to be changes to procedural or substantive
rights in Australian law resulting from adherence to a treaty, they would be made by parliamentary
and not executive action.
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1998
Bill

Description of Purpose (from Bills Digest)

Migration Legislation Amendment Bill (No. 1) 1998

To merge the two tier review process for non-refugee visa decisions (Departmental review and
review by the independent Immigration Review Tribunal) into a single review by the newly created
external review body, the Migration Review Tribunal, and
To provide a range of new procedures for the Migration Review Tribunal and the Refugee Review
Tribunal, including empowering the Principal Member of the Refugee Review Tribunal to issue
general directions to Tribunal members and granting both Principal Members the power to
reconstitute a Tribunal during a hearing in specific circumstances.

Migration Legislation Amendment (Strengthening of
Provisions relating to Character and Conduct) Bill
1998

To strengthen those provisions in the Act which provide for the refusal or cancellation of visas on
character grounds.

Migration Legislation Amendment (Judicial Review)
Bill 1998

To insert a 'privative clause', the aim of which is to severely restrict access to the Federal Court and
the High Court judicial review of administrative decisions made under the Migration Act 1958.

Migration (Visa Application) Charge Amendment Bill
1998

To make minor amendments to the Migration (Visa Application) Charge Amendment Act 1998.
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1999
Bill

Description of Purpose (from Bills Digest)

Migration Legislation Amendment (Temporary Safe
Haven Visas) Bill 1999

To create a class of visa, to be known as a 'temporary safe haven visa' [On 15 April 1999, the
Migration Regulations were amended to prescribe new visa class UJ and new visa subclass 448 Kosovar Safe Haven (Temporary).]
To prevent holders of temporary safe haven visas from applying for a visa other than a temporary
safe haven visa, and
To prevent holders, or former holders, of temporary safe haven visas from seeking merits review or
judicial review of decisions by the Minister.

Migration Legislation Amendment Bill (No. 2) 1999

To implement procedures for the monitoring and cancelling temporary entry business sponsorships;
prevent potential visa applicants from making applications for visas that would be refused under
current migration policy; implement a more flexible method of authorising persons, and classes of
persons, to be 'officers' for the purposes of the Act; empower State and Territory corrective services
authorities to detain (for the purposes of removal from Australia) non-citizens who are liable for
deportation at the end of their prison sentence; provide for merits review of decisions to refuse
applications for permanent migrant spouse or interdependency visas; provide for (in certain
circumstances) the granting of visas to applicants who would otherwise be adversely affected by the
visa capping provisions; extend to two years the period in which a points tested visa applicant who
meets the pool mark for the grant of a visa may have their visa application held in reserve; and
remove the age limitation on the appointment of full-time members of the Refugee Review Tribunal.

Migrant Legislation Amendment (Migration Agents)
Bill 1999

To extend the current arrangements for the regulation of the migration advice industry [In short, the
amendments change the expiry date for the scheme set in Division 7 of Part 3 from 21 March 2000 to
21 March 2003].
To provide more efficient methods for warning the public of the suspension or cancellation of an
agent's registration, and
To enable the Migration Agents Registration Authority to protect the rights and interests of people
whose migration agent has died or has been deregistered.

Border Protection Legislation Amendment Bill 1999

To strengthen provisions of the Customs Act 1901 and the Migration Act 1958 relating to the
interception and prevention of people smuggling operations and to amend the Migration Act 1958
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and the Fisheries Management Act 1991 to allow for the detention of Indonesian citizens who are
arrested for fishing illegally in Australian waters, pending their prosecution.
Administrative Decisions (Effect of International
Instruments) Bill 1999

To restore the situation which existed before Minister of State for Immigration and Ethnic Affairs v
Ah Hin Teoh (1995) 183 CLR 273, in which if there were to be changes to procedural or substantive
rights in Australian law resulting from adherence to a treaty, they would be made by parliamentary
and not executive action.

2000
Bill

Description of Purpose (from Bills Digest)

Migration Legislation Amendment Bill (No. 2) 2000

To restrict access to the courts for judicial review of migration decisions, by preventing class actions
in migration matters before the Federal and High Courts, changing the requirements for standing in
the Federal Court, and introducing time limits for original applications to the High Court in
migration matters.

Migration Legislation Amendment (Parents and Other
Measures) Bill 2000

To amend the Health Insurance Act 1973 to specify the categories of visa for which applicants are
eligible for Medicare.
To amend the Migration Act 1958 to accommodate an extension of the visa application charge
regime in the Migration (Visa Application) Charge Amendment Bill 2000, and
To amend the Migration Regulations 1994 to create two new visa classes for supported aged parents
and to increase obligations relating to these visas in terms of assurance of support bonds and health
insurance indemnification.

Migration (Visa Application) Charge Amendment Bill
2000

To amend the Migration (Visa Application) Charge Act 1997 to increase the visa application charge
limit from $12,500 to $30,000.

Migration Legislation Amendment (Overseas
Students) Bill 2000

To amend the Migration Act 1958 to provide for automatic cancellation where overseas students
breach conditions of student visas and to create an enforcement regime which mirrors the regime
established in the proposed Education Services for Overseas Students Act 2000.
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2001
Bill

Description of Purpose (from Bills Digest)

Migration Legislation Amendment (Application of
Criminal Code) Bill 2001

To revise criminal offence provisions in three statutes in the Immigration and Multicultural Affairs
portfolio so that they harmonise with the principles of criminal responsibility found in Chapter 2 of
the Criminal Code

Migration Legislation Amendment (Immigration
Detainees) Bill 2001

To establish a regime under which immigration detainees can be strip searched; strengthen the
offence of escape from immigration detention and create a new offence in relation to weapons, and
introduce additional security measures for visitors to immigration detention centres.

Jurisdiction of the Federal Magistrates Service
Legislation Amendment Bill 2001

To confer jurisdiction in migration matters on the Federal Magistrates Court
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